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PRODUCTION FUNCTIONSFOR
INDUSTRIAL ESTABlISHMENTS OF DIFFERENTSIZES:
THE CHftEAN CASE*
wr PATRIUJO MaLER
Lsing single eq uaiio'i ,nodel.s ICES and Cobb --Doughis), prodwi niH jiI1t( t(ijfls were t'',fini,ijed br ('/iih'an
industrial estahhshmenis : these estahli.thments were c/used according to their sizes. The purposeol
the paper is to examine if all esfahli.shnienss vi the same industrhare lilt' came or difierecii production
functions Chow tests and I/U' Iran.c!og production function were used to test this hi-pothesis .%hcrc'uit'r,
the trend wit/i establishment SI:r of tile zec-hnohgicul parameters is examined.
I. INTROIuCTION
The main purpose of this paper is to study the technological characteristics of
industrial establishments of different sizes. For each one of 21 Chilean industries
the study analyzes the relationship between the size of establishments and the
technology they utilize.
The main result can be summarized as follows: the empirical evidence
obtained supports the assumption of the existence of structural heterogeneity
within the industrial sector--i.e., technology varies at the industry level as the
size of establishment increases. in other words, the industry is not a collection of
"representative firms," and the size of establishment seems to be an important
element in determining the technological characteristics of an industrial establish-
ment.
The relation between establishment size and type of technology is examined
through the econometric estimation of production functions. The establishments
within each industry are first classified by size, and then production functions
are estimated for each size grouping of establishment. The breakdown of establish-
ments by size groupings permits an examination of variations in technological
parameters (product-productive factor elasticities, scale economies, elasticity of
substitution between factors) as establishment size varies. Such an examination
can assist in answering several questions which have important economic policy
implications. How does the product-capital elasticity vary as the size of establish-
ment increases? To what extent do economies of scale exist? What happens to
the elasticity of substitution between factors as the size of establishment increases
(e.g.,doisoquants become right angles or straight lines as we move farther away
from the origin)?
The validity of the methodology used, i.e., estimating production functions
for establishments of different sizes within an industry, is verified by the Chow
method and the translogarithmic production function method.
* This paper isa revised version of Chapter III of the author's unpublished Ph.D.Thesis "Pro-
duction Functions and Efficiency Frontiers for Industrial Establishments of Different Sues. The
Chilean Case. Year 1967," University of California. Berkeley. Jan. 1975.
595The following paragraphs discuss the implicit theoretical frameworkemployed
to determine the technological characteristics ofdilferent firms withinan industry.
Numerous economists have pointed out that a frequent phenomenonin
under-developed economies is the prolonged existence ina given economic sector
of firms employing substantially diverse production techniques. Thisphenoniençn
is commonly called economic dualism.' Spaventa and others(see footnote I)
have explained dualism in the following way. Some economies havehad a non-
homogeneous growth process in which an important segmentofthe system has
stagnated while the remainder has undergone sustained development. Theconse-
quence is the coexistenceoftwo groups of firms with sharply different (l%'flamjc
characteristics which, in turn, have important implications for incomedistribution
and labor absorption.2 The existence ofdiffercnt growth rates for differentsegments
of an economy is, in itself, not a particularly striking fact. What isstriking is the
prolonged existence of dualism in underdeveloped countries.3A wide range of
hypotheses have been formulated to explain thecauses, consequences, and pro-
longed survivalofdualism.4 This study examines in some detail thephenomenon
called intra-dualism, i.e., dualism within a given industrialsector as opposed to
dualism among different branchesofindustry or among diffesenteconomic
sectors (e.g., agriculture versus industry).
The literature on economic dualism generallyassumes an equivalence
among size, modern technology, and efficiency. The prevalentpremise is that
larger establishments use more modern techniques andare more efficient than
smaller firms, but the equivalence among those threeconcepts is still an empirically
open question.
A. Pinto has generalized dualism by examining thefeasibility and the conse-
quences of more than two types of firms existing withinan industrya situation
known as structural heterogeneity. Both Pintoand di Fillipo suggest that the
coexistence of different types of firms withina given industry results from the
utilization of different technologies (where18th and 19th century technologies
coexist with those of the 20th century).The technological differencesamong
firms becomes a fundamental factorin explaining the labor productivity differ-
entials among industrial establishmentsand the low rate of labor absorption by
C. Lutz, "The Growth Process in a Dual EconomicSystem' (Quarterli Rtm'a. Sept. 958):
L. Spaventa, "Dualism in Economic Growth"(Quarterlt' Rt't'iew. Dcc, 1959jS. H. Wellisi.The Coexistence of Large and Small Firms: AStudy of the Italian Mechanical Industries" (Quarti'rlv
Journal of Eco,i.. Feb. 1957); T. Watanabe,"Economic Aspects of Dualism in the industrial Develop.
inent of Japan' (Econ. Dc,. and Cult. Ch.. April 1965);A. Pinto. "Natuialeia c Implicaciones de a
'heterogeneidad estructural' de Ia AmericaLalina" tTrirneszre Econ.. No. 145, Enero 1970):R R. Nelson, T. P. Schulti, and R. L. Slighton,Structural Change in a Det'elopnig Economy (Princeton Univ Press, 1971).
2 D. Turnhamand I. Jaeger, The' Emp!ormentProblem in Less Dcie'lope'd (4,i,nlrics (OECD. Paris l97lj; C.1.E.S.. "El Emplcoy el Crecimiento en Ia Esirategia del Desarrollo de AmericaLatina lmplicaciones para Ia Decada de losSetenia" (VII Reunion Anual dcl C.I.E.S..Sept 1971)
Leibenstejn, "Technical Progress, theProduction Function and Dualism' (Quarte'rli Renew. Dec. 1960); T. Watanabe.op. cii.
In addition to the bibliographyof footnote I, additional bibliographywith a survey on the subject is found in H. Ellis, "LasEconomias Duales y el Progreso" (Re'iista il"Eo,iomiu Ltino' americana No.3. 1961).
596the industrialsector.S Structural heterogeneityas described by A. Pintocorres-
ponds to R. Nelson's arguments that the use of a single productionfunction to
characterizerize an entire industry in an underdevelopedcountry conceals more
than it reveals, and that labor productivity differentials among industrial establish-
ments cannot be simply explained by varying capital-labor ratios.ô
In operationalizing the structural heterogeneity hypothesis, thesue of
establishment has been used as the fundamental variable in determining thetype
of technology used by a fIrm. Furthermore, as previously mentioned,establish-
ments of each industry are classified by size variable, and production functions
are estimated separately for each size grouping of establishment.
The study, finally, calls into question the utility of production functionsas a
microecOnOrnic tool. l'he economic literature Contains many articles concerning
the variety of results obtained from econometric estimations of production func-
tions. The sizable variations obtained in the values of the difl'erent technological
elasticities (product-productive factors, economies of scale, factor substitution).
should lead one to question their economic meaning. Why do the estimated
parameters have such great instability? Are there any economic hypotheses which
are not fulfilled'! If so, which are they?
The econometric estimation of production functions in this study permits
closer examination of the validity of economic policies based on the results of
production function analyses, particularly results concerning economies of scale
and elasticity of substitution.
Given the data available (i.e.. cross-section series), only a static analysis is
possible. Then when variations of different technological and economic variables
in the size groupings of establishment are examined, the consequences of the
dualistic phenomenon at a given moment of time will be determined.
The data used in this study come from the Chilean Industrial Manufacturing
Census of 1967 disaggregated at the establishment level (11,468 establishments
employing 5 or more persons). For the purposes of this study, 21 industries will
be selected at ISIC International Standard Industrial Classification), four digit
classification level, and a separate analysis will be made for each of the 21 industries.
2. MErnouowGY
Different productive techniques are used by a set of firms of the same industry
at a given point in time. 'rhe implicit assumption that firms in the same industry
use the same production function does not help to explain what happens in
reality: on the contrary, it probably obscures a lot. Once the assumption is
made that all firms in the same industry use the same production function, the
productive techniques selected are a function of relative prices of the productive
A. Pinto y A. di Fillipo. "Notas sobre a Estralegia de Ia Distribuooy Ia Redisribucion del
Ingreso en America Latina" (Semin. Internac de Distr. dcl Ingreso, Ceplan. mimec, Chile, Marzo
1973).
6 R. R. Nelsonet al.. op. cit.
597factors, and the combination of these productive factors explains the(liflerences
in the productivity of labor.7
The working hypothesis utilized here is that the production functjojivaries
for establishments of different size.
The existence of different production functions within thesame industry
will allow us to examine more closely some of the so-called "dual"characteristics
observed in the industrial sector of an underdeveloped country. Theterm dualism
is used here in the sense of intra-industrial, that is, to referto the coexistence of
firms using modern and old techniques in the same industry. Theusual assumption
is that the largest firms are the most modern while thesmallest are themost
backward.8 With the existence of different productionfunctions it is possibleto
examine the empirical validity of the dualisticConcept.
The production function will be used asa tool to permit us to present ina
compact form the most important technological characteristics ofan industry.
We will also try to identify the degree and types of variationsof those technological
characteristics for different size establishments within thesame industry.
The method of estimating production functionsused will be similar to that
used by Griliches and Ringstad,9 withsome small variations. Each of the 21
industries will be divided into 5 categories of differentsize-establishments: 5 to 9
persons employed, 10 tc 19,20 to 49, 50 to 99, and 100or more people employed,'0
Then we will proceed to estimate productionfunctions (Cobb-Douglas andCES)
in each four-digit industry for each individualestablishment grouping and for the
industry as a whole.
The criterion followed to estimate the differentproduction function elasticities
has been to employ a model whichallows estimating each elasticityas a first
order parameter. Even thoughevery estimation model is different, all models
used are very similar and it is assumedthey are close approximations ofthe true
model. Using that functional formwhich has a comparative advantagein the
estimation of each elasticity is, inour judgment, the approach that will minimize
the unstable fluctuations of theestimators.
The Cobb-Douglas functionwas used to obtain estimates of the product-
capital and product-labor elasticities,Kmenta's linearization of theCES was
1R. R. Nelson etal.,op. ci:., pp. 91 92; B. S. Minhas. .4,, Inter,,,tjmu,j('onrparLo,, ol hutor ("oi and Fu,'tor Use(North44olland1963). pp. 30--3l
Traditionally, the relationship betweenmodern firm and largesue and backward lIrni and small size !s based on the following.New production techniquesrequire a large solume of production in order to take advantage ofeconomies of scale they are very capital-intensivewhich means a large investment, and are developed inthe more industrialized countriesin order to operate in larger markets. etc. Small firms use productiontechniques that are more labor-intensive,which is the factor modern technology tries tosave, given the factor endowmentprevalent in industrialized Countries whichare the ones in the vanguard oftechnological progress, J. Governeur.Productiri:v and Factor Proportions in Less Dete!opedCounlrie.s(Clarendon Press, 1971); B.Singh. The &'oiumies of Small.S calt' !,,,1us,ri's (Asia Publishing House, 1961):NI. C. Shetty. Small-Scale andHousehold !sslusiries in a Deceloping Economy (Asia PublishingHouse. 1963)
Z. Griliches and V. Ringstad,Ecc,ioni it's of Scale and the Formf the Production Function (North-Holland, 1971).
'° See P.Meller, Ph.D. Thesis,op. ci!., a discussion of different variables that could beused for classificatory establishment sizepurposes. The main empirical conclusion isthat "when an establish- ment is large, ii is generally largein all its dimensions"_i,e.size groupings will not change very much by the use of differentsize variables,
598used for the economics of scale estimator. The traditional CES of Arrowet al.,''
was used to obtain an estimatorof the elasticity of substitution.'2
It is interesting to note that if either of the two traditional production functions
is used, i.e.. CES and/or CobbDouglas, the hypothesis that different-size firms
possess differentproduction functions is compatible with the usualassumption
in economiC theory of the existence of a U-shaped average cost cur'e. The returns
to scale revealed byproduction functions of different-size establishment will be
a test of thevalidity of the existence of a U-shaped average cost curve foran
industry.
The ordinary least-squares single-equation method is used to estimate the
parameters of the production function.'"
The industrial establishments have been subjected to a rigorous selection
process. (See Appendix.) The criterion of selection has been the quality rather
than the quantity of observations. The use of this criterion results in the exclusion
of establishments in which some of the variables that are used in the econometric
estimates are doubtful or whose data should be omitted.
In relation to the problem of measurement of variables after a series of
experiments with alternative measurements, we have adopted a procedure similar
to the one used by Griliches andRingstad.'6 Labor requirements were measured
by the number of "equivalent" man-days employed by the establishment, and
capital requirements were measured by a flow of capital services obtained by
using book values (see footnote 16).
K. J.Arrowet al., "Capital-Labor Substitution and Economic Efficiency" (Re,. of Econ. and
Stat., August 1961).
12Severalother functional forms were estimated: GeneralizedCESform (J. Katz.Production
Functions. ForeignInuestnient and Growth.North-Holland, 1969): I-lildebrand-Liu and Nerlove IM.
Nerlove. "Recent Empirical Studies ol the CES and Related Production Functions." ed. M. Brown.
The Theory and Empir. Anal, of Prod., N.B.E.R.,l967) V. Mukerji("A Generalized SMAC Function
with Constant Ratios of Elasticities of Substitution,"Rev, of Ec. Stud..1963).
IS A. Walters, AnIntroduction to Econometrics(Macmillan, 1968), p.290.
14 The estimators obtained by least-squares single-equation have many advantages: simplicity
of computation, small standard errors of the coefficients, and a high level of efficiency for prediction.
But they also have many disadvantages, and the main one is that if the true model corresponds to a
simultaneous equation model, then the least-squares single-equation estimators will be both biasedand
not consistent. See A. A. Walters. "Production and Cost Functions: An EconometricSurvey"(Econo-
inetrica,Jan. 1963). pp. 18-22.
iS See P. Meiler, "Efficiency Frontiers for Industrial Establishments of Different Sizes"(Explora-
lions in Economic Research,forthcoming), for an extensive discussion of the possibility ofestimating
production functions from cross-section data: i.e.. the factors explaining the existenceof diffient
productive techniques in a particular industry are discussed.
16 Z. Grilches and V. Ringslad.op.cit., pp. 22-29. The variables are measured in thefollowing
way:
1: value added measuied in E-1967 (escudos of year 1967).
L:labor factor measured in number of equivalent man-days, where the number of equivalent workers
is: L, =m1(w2/w1)m2+(2w2/w1)m3in,.in2and m3 are the number of blue collar, whitecollar
workers, and entrepreneurs. andw1andw2are the average wages received byblue and white
collar workers.
K: capital factor measured in E°-l967, computed as a flow according tothe following expression:
K= O.IOKM + 0.03K10.2OKrf 0.lO(Ku +K1+K K,), whereKM K1, Kand K, are
the book values of machinery, buildings, vehicles and inventory goods.Linear depreciation rates
of 0.10, 0.03 and 0.20 have been used for machinery, buildings and vehicles,and a 10 percent real
interest rate is used as an alternative cost for immobilized capital.
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The labor factor could have been measuredthrough the number ofman-days (designated by N1) without using that transformationto equivalent workerwhich would consider [he factor of difFerences in quality of labor.The simple co,relation coefficients between L and N1 for the establishmentswithin the 21industries have values close to 1.0 (see Table I). This indicates itdoes not makeany difFerence
whether the labor variable is measured by thenumber of man-daysor by the number of equivalent worker-days.
TABLE
SIsu'I.E ('ORRELATION COFFIi('IENlSBi rwi:iNnil ClrosNMFASURI:..
MENTS ANI) AlTERNATIVE MEASUEEMFNTS OF TillLAIIoR ANt)
CAPITAL FAC1ORS SEPARA tEl) BY I NOUSIRY
Note L: number ofequivaleni man-days:N1number of man-daysKflow of capital serices (see footnote 16); Ks,: bookvalue ofniachineryKKW:number of KWh; K,,: numberofinslalled lip; K5: sum ofthebookvaluesofmachinery. buildings, vehiclesand inventory goods





Code L.N1 K:KMK;K K:K,,k:iç
3111 0.969 0.959 0.806 0.597 0 996
3112 0.992 0.983 0.892 0.874 0.999 3116 0.981 0.972 0.622 0.680 0.997
3117 0.984 0.970 0.866 0.837 09%
3121 0.982 0.949 0.560 0.806 0997 3131 0.960 0.824 0.152 0.488 0.999 3211 0.996 0.996 0.925 0.865 0998 3213 0.992 0.994 0.839 0.888 0.995 3220 0.984 0.971 0.864 0.326 0.997 3231 0.981 0.961 0.904 0887 0997 3240 0.989 1)985 0.575 0.641 0992 3311 0.988 0.913 0.675 0.707 0.995 3320 0.985 0.942 0.875 0.875 0.999 3420 0.884 0.992 0.949 0.672 0.999 3560 0.990 0.994 0.927 0.880 0.994 3693 0.984 0.936 0.558 0.926 0994 3710 0.989 0.989 0.697 0.840 0998 3813 0.989 0.986 0.887 0.536 0.998 3819 0.983 0.989 0.810 0.867 0999 3829 0.976 0.992 0.728 0.790 09Q9 3843 0.973 0.832 0.864 0.389 0.995(Table I). Most of the correlation coefficients are significantat the I percent level
(see appendix for number of observations per industry).
Another variable needed for econometricestimation is w,average wages.
In this case, w includes average wages received by blue and whitecollar workers
working in a given establishment, plus social legislationpayments (employer's
contributions, bonuses, and child allowances) i.e.,w represents the establishnient's
cost of labor.
3. Esiistrtor'JOF 11Th VALUE ADDED-PR0I)ucTIvF FACTORSEiASTICITIES
To obtain estimators of elasticities of valueadded-producti.c factors only
the CobbDouglas function was used because certain of itsproperties seem more
suitable in this case. Specifically, this means :1.ProductproductjvefactOrelas(icjtjes
can be obtained directly as parameters of the first order: ii. Thoseelasticities are
constant for any production level (not the case for the CES) andiii.It is not
necessary to make assumptions regarding the type of marketstructure nor about
the firms decision-making policy.
We use the following notation for the Cobb-Douglas function:
Y = ALK
where A, a, andare parameters of the functions and Y, L, andK corrcspond
to aggregate value, labor, and capital respectively. Dividing this expressionby L
and denoting the parameter of economies of scale Iza + fiI, we arrive at
the form traditionally used by Grilichcs:17
log= log A + b log+ It log L.
The advantage of this form is that, in addition to obtaining theproduct-
capital elasticity's directly, we also obtain directly theparameter It,i.e., the
economies of scale. It is possible to verify directly whether the function hasor
does not have constant returns by testing the null hypothesis: if: h = 0.
The labor-capital elasticity, a, is found using the estimators offiand !i,
and the equation of definition, h= a ± fJ - 1. The estimator a found by this
indirect method is not biased if 1 andare unbiased estimators.'
The division of establishments into different size groupingswas done to
determine whether variations occurred in different parameters of the production
function across different-size establishments. Letus see how fi varies as the size
of the establishment is increased.
'Z. Griliches, "Production Functions in Manufacturing: Some Preliminary Results." The
Theory and Emp,rical Ana/v,js ofProducilon, op. cii., pp. 275-340; (iriliches and Ringstad, op. cit.,
p.63.
IS Jf Y= .4LK0, Y/K = .4pL'K l
= (K/Y)(PYPK) = .4flLK'/Y =
'
Let ft and 1 be the estimators for fi and I,. whichare found by using the method ofteast squares
Then, ifI + & - ft
E-E(l +-ft)=I +E1,-.Ejl
= I + h ...=
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(I)
(2)The following table contains estimatorsfor/3calculated as a simplearithmetic average20 of the individual valuesof each of the 21 industries, foreach sue group of establishments
TAH[.l2
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As can be seen, the two largest sizegrouping of establishmentshave average values far greater than thesma1er groups. This suggeststhat if the marginal
productivity of capital were t'iesame across firms, the smallerestablishments possess a larger average Y/K (value addedper unit of capital) than wouldthe larger establishments.2'
It is difficult to find a definitetrend of stable behavior forthe large majority
of industries. However, in 16of the 21 industries, the largestvalues fort? lie in the two classes containing the largestestablishments, while in 15 ofthe2lindustries the lowest values for/3lie in the two classes with thesmallest establishments. In the majority of the industriesthe largest establishmentshave larger value
added-capital elasticity than thesmallest establishments: however,there are cases where the situation isreversed. Even within thesame industry the coefficient
varies considerably (see TableA-4): this behaviorseems to suggest that theuse of the same CobbDouglasfunction for a set ofestablishments within thesame industry is not valid.
Frequently, relativeparticipation of the productivefactors in theaggregate value, SK and SLare employed as estimators of therespective elasticities ofoutput with respect to factorinputs, i.e. and This procedure istheoretically justifIed assuminga firm has a CobbDouglasproduction function, enjoys constant returns, facescompetitive markets in goodsas well as factors, and uses the criterion of profitmaximization. In thiscase:
== /3and'}L ==
I will try differenttypes of tests to check thehypothesis that the /3 estimator is equal to the shareof capital SK. Even thoughthe different tests givecontradictory results, my own conclusionis that there isno relationship between I? andSK.
20
have calculated the eIasticitjfor each size groupingof establishments by usinga simple arithmetic average of (he valuesobtained separately for eachsize group in each industry.Alternate methods for obtaining thisvalue would be (1) to findan estimator by using a regressionfor the set of establishments of a determined sizegroup; (2) to calculatea weighted average of the values obtained for each industryseparately. Either of these twoalternative methods impliesa different weight given to different industries. In thisstudy I try to examine thecharacteristiof establishments of different S1Zes in general and wish to avoid theinfluence of what mighthappen in one particularindustry on the general conclusions Thus, Igave the same weight to eachindustry, no matter whatsize it has. Negative values of f3wereexcluded, but their inclusionwould not have changed theranking of ft 21 Thiswould imply that if capitalis the only scarceresource, small firms should be preferred because they maximize theoutput by unit of capital.
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Average values of/ 0.401 0.34! 0.40k 0515 0Table A-4 of the Appendix denotes values furnished by SK and fi. A second
table where cis obtained indirectly was omitted because its values were very
unstable, even occasionally negative, while other values were much greater than
1.0. Both of these situations aredifficult to ilccept I[Oifl an economic point of
view.22
In Table A-4 the values for S and fi are separated by industry for each one
of the five establishmentsize groupings and for the whole industry. It is difficult
to determine anstable relation between values Sand /3. In the following two
Tables, 3 and 4. we calculated the coefficients of correlation between SK and j,
separated by industry and by establishment size.
TABLE 3
SistLL CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BETWEEN
ANt) S SIPARA1FU IIY INDUSTRY






















* Correlation coefficient values not signi-
ficant at5percent.
Finally, the correlation coefficient between (3 and SKtaken at the industry
level for the set of 21 industries was 0.278.
From Tables 3 and 4 and the previously given correlationcoefficient. it is
indicated that there is no linear association between fi and SK.In other words. it
appears that (3 and SK measure differentthings, a result also encountered by
Griliches and Ringstad.23 However, in order to render aconclusive judgment.
I would test the null hypothesis: H0:flSK for each one of the casesanalyzed,
22A negative value added-productive factor elasticity would stem fromthe fact that the marginal
productivity of that factor is negative. i.e.. a greater use of that factorimplies a decrease in the value
added and would result in an irrational employment of that factor.
Griliches and Ringstad, op. cit.. pp.73-75.Griliches and Ringstad arrive at thisconclusion
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using the t valuesgiven in Table A-4.24The results of thistest are given in Table 5. This tablesuggests that it is not possibleto reject the null hypothesis.The relative share of thecapital factor. S, isa good estimator ofcapital-aggregate value elasticity,at least for 63.3percent of the cases. However,this hypothesiswas rejected in those industriesor size groupingscontaining the largestnumber of observations Therefore,an increase in the numberof observations ineach case could make possiblethe rejection ofthe null hypothesisH0 fl =r SK ina great number of cases. Froman empirical standpoint,the estimator ofproduct-capital elasticity Sis inadequate forthe industryas a whole, due to therejection of this hypothesis in 12 0121cases examined andat a significance levelof 5 percent. is greater thanestimatorfiin 74 percent ofthe cases. Then,when SK is usedas an estimator ofproduct-capital elasticity,this elasticity isOverestimated in 74 percent of the cases andunderestimated in theremaining 26 percent ofthe cases. The magnitude ofoverestjnlatjon (and/orunderestimation) fluctuatesconsiderably and no regularpattern of behavioremerged.
But, even when thehypothesis H:f3= S, is rejected for a largenumber of cases, it does not implythe rejection ofthe basicassumptions such as perfect competition, constantreturns, and profitmaximization s, isempirically biased
-ThjI test faces a seriousobjection due to the factthat Sts also a random ariahJetherefore
the i values obtainedwilt be over-estimatedmaking it easierto reject null hypothesis
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upward because profits earnedbythe industry are iiiclttkiWhendetermining
the relative shares of the capital factor in the aggregatetltii'. This is apartial
explanatiOr of whySKis greater thanfinthe maJorit of cases observed,I lowe
imperfections in the commodities and factors market also contributea priori
to make SK greater thanII (in a short run model),25
4. EsriMvrioOFliii: E('oNo1fls 01: S'\1.E
The jaranieter for the economies of scale was estimated using tWO difl'ercnt
methods: the Cobb-Douglas function and the linearization of Kmcnta of the
generalized CES function.2
The notation for the generalized CIiS function is as follows
where ',. p. pare the CES function traditional paranletcrs.2
Using the linearization of Knenta (expansion of(3) by a Taylor series around
the value of p = 0), the regression equation becomes:
log Y/L. = log ; + p log K/I. + It log L-Fa0[iog KL]2
in whichItp - I, being the scale elasticity. The expression (4) is equivalent to
(2) plus the term a0[log K/LI2. Thus by testing the null hypothesis H0 a, - 0,
we can determine whether the Cobb-Douglas function is or is not acceptable as
an estimation model.
The economies of scale parameters estimatedbythe Cobb--Douglas and
Krnenta functions are presented in Table A-5. In most cases the values obtained
with the two indicators are highly similar. For this reason I need only examine
the type of variation evidenced by only one of them. I chose the Kmenta approx-
imation because according to Monte Carlo's studies, the biases found in the
estimator of the parameter for economies of scale arc insignificant when this
specification is used.28
25 A model with imperfect competition in the market of goods and profit ma \Irnh/at ion hthe
firm glcs: a/S, = qI = -- ,i sthere ;is the price eIasticitof the products demand. Asand N, are
positive, for i to be negativet is necessary> N. We reach the same condition through a modelof
imperfect competition in the labor market asailable to the firm. If we start from the ret9rns to scale
h and a and we calculated /1 (in this study the estimated elasticity), we woald obtain it5Fhis
explanation is not at all satisfactory from an empirical point of view, because 45.percent of the 't
elasticities would be "positise." (a has been indirectly obtained in this study I
The economies of scale parameter is obtained as a first order parameter.I his parameter is
constant throughout the whole estimation range and ItS not necessary to make an h PCof issiiiiip-
tions about the market structure and or the firm's behavior.
ix the efficiency parameter,) is the distribution paranicter. p ishe stihstituiioil parameter.
and p is the economies of scale parameter.
1G. S. Maddala and J. B. Kadana. "Fsfintion of Returns to Scale and the Elasticityof Sub-
stitution" (Econometrics., July 1967). pp. 421 422.
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Y = '[( I-- O)L-I- oKExcluding those values for economies of scale where IIj > 1.0. the figures in
Table A-5 reveal the following information
TABLE 6
NUMDFR OF EST:MA[ORS WHICH INI)i('ATi E(ONOSI!IS OR DISF(ONO,,1Ils (0 .Scrin
Sizr ot ESTARIISIMI Ni 1Ok i iw Sir OF 2! lNmsrkli s
Sue of t:siabi i.hnicni
In(luslr\
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11 we had estimated production functions for the industrial sector asa
whole and for each industry separately, the conclusion inferred from the empirical
results would be that nearly all Chilean industries are found to have economies
of scale. In some cases, these economies of scale reach 80 percent and theiraverage
(simp'e arithmetic mean) is 26.4 percent. These results might suggest thatgoern-
mental policy should favor the appearance and survival of the largest establish-
ments within the industrial sector in order to take advantage of these economies
of scale. However, this type of result is highly questionable, and belowwe will
provide some reasons to support our doubts. If we examine each industry separately,
divided into different size groupings, and observe theTiestimators obtained for
each oneofthose classes, the results are, in general, quite strange:
First, it is surprising to observe that even in the establishmentsofsmallest
size, 16estimators out of a total of 18 indicate the presence of diseconomies of
scale. A similar result was obtained in the two next larger classes:as a result, for
the three smallest size establishments (5 to 49 persons),a 10 percent increase in
the productive factors L and K, increases the aggregate value by lessthan 10 per-
cent (for 15 of the 21 industries).
In a large number of industries each one of the size groupingsevidences
a negativeTiestimator, although positive economies of scaleare obtained for the
industry as a whole. One possible explanationfor this phenomenon could be the
one pictured in Figure 1, where we observe increasingaverage cost curves for
each size group of establishments anda decreasing average cost curve (economies
of scale) for the whole industry.
In various industries theTiestimator increases with the size of establish-
ment, but goes from negative values to positive values.This could be an excellent
test for proving that the average costcurve in various industries "takes the form
of an inverted U."
An easy way outofall these strange results is to verifythe null hypothesis:
As shown in Table A-5, the null hypothesisH0:h = 0 is accepted in 77.8 percent






Kmenta for different size groups. This suggests that the hypothesis of constant
returns to scale for each size class of establishments is rejected in only 22.2 percent
of the cases (with a significance level of 5 percent). Meanwhile, at the level of the
whole industry, the hypothesis of constant returns to scale is relected in 14 of
21 industries, with a significance level at 5 percent. Finally, as can be observed
in Table A-5, in each size grouping almost 70 percent of the estimators indicate
the presence of diseconomies of scale. Diseconomies of scale prevail in Chilean
industry at the level of each size grouping of establishments.
In summary, not much confidence should be given to the results obtained for
the economies of scale parameter.
5. ESTIMATION OF THE ELASTICITY OF SUBSTITUTION
The traditional Arrow ci al. method (ACMS)29 was used to estimate the
elasticity of substitution a.°
The estimation model is:
Y
log= a ± a log w.
The implicit economic assumptions in this model are that the establishment
operates in a competitive market (goods and factors), maximizes profits, and
that there exist constant returns to scale.
Values of a will be provided at the total industry level and at the estabJishment-
size level. At the end of this section, the trend that a has across an industry is
discussed,
(i) Values ala at total industry level.For 14 o121 industries values of elasticity
of substitution a fluctuate between (18 and 1.2. Except for 2 cases, the total of in-
Arrow et at., op. cii.
° Two othermethods were used to obtain estimators for o as pointed out previously theKatz
and Nerlove methods (see footnote 12). but they were rejected because of their theoretical limitations
and empirical inconsistencies. See P. MeIler's Ph.D. Thesis, o,. cit.. for a lull discussion of these issues.
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(ILiStries has a values over 0.65. Only one negative value is obtained at theindustry
level and only 2 of the 20 positive values are not significant at 5 percent. (TableA-fl.)
(ii)Value.s oja at esiabjishpnent-s,ze let'el. Taking a simple arithmeticaverage
of the elasticity of substitution3' for each size grouping of establishmentI obtain
the following results:
TABLE 7
Anmisicric AVFRAGFS OF SuBsTITuTIoN ELASTICITIES FOR SI/f CiROtJi'IN(;S
OF ESTABLIShMENT
100
59 10-1920-4950 99 and more
Values of a 08570839 0.764 0.670 I 266
There is a clearly decreasing tendency in thea values in establishments of
5 to 99 persons (momentarily excluding the largest Ones).Considering these five
size groupings, we can think of a U -shape relation betweenthe a values and the
size groupings of establishments. This coincides with theresults obtained by Abe
in the study of Japanesefirms.32Establishments of 50 to 99persons probably
have a more inflexible technology, while larger establishmentsprobably use more
flexible techniques.
This empirical result also supports Leibenstein'sthesis33that for any given
type of technology, the instrument of relative prices willbe more likely to affect
the choice of techniques in larger establishmentsthan in smaller ones, because
small variations in the relative prices of productivefactors will producea relativdy
greater impact in those establishments usingmore elastic techniques from the
substitution point of view.
This conclusion requires the followingqualification: the first four size
groupings of establishments from 5to 99 persons could be thought ofas corres-
ponding to size groupings ofestablishments approximately comparableto each
other in terms of range of technology.Meanwhile, the firms employing 100or
more persons are an open grouping of fairlyextensive range, clearly different from
the range covered by the otherfour. Therefore, itwas possibl'e to predict a priori
high values obtained for thislarge grouping.
(iii) Values of a in each industry.It is interesting to know the tendencythe
elasticity of substitution has ineach particular industry. Six possibletendencies
of a related to the increase ofestablishment size groupingswere chosen : increasing,
decreasing, constant, (all valuesno different in more than 0.2), fl-form, U-form
and indefinite. Those industrieswith less than 4 values ofa were excluded (they either had negative valuesor had a small number of observations).
Negative values ofa have been excluded, hut if theywere considered, the ranking of a values would not change.
- M. A. Abe, "TheGrowth Pati, of Firms and theDevelopment Process of the Economy: The Case of Japan"(The Developing Economies,June 1972), p.201.
H. Leibensje,n "Technical Progress,the Production Function andDualism" (Bunco Nu:ionh' del Lacoro Quarter!;: Review,March 1960), pp. 348-351.
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There is no definite tendency for a to vary uniformly across the different size
groupings. Furthermore, the elasticity of substitution does not remain constant
as the size of establishment varies, suggesting that the isoquant map is not honio-
thetic.
Considering the magnitudes taken by the elasticity of substitution, Table 9
provides the number of a values obtained by size groupings and range of values.
TABLE 9
NIJMnrR OFELASTICITY OF SUIISTITUJIONVAluEs sy Sizr
GouptNGs oi Esr.misntrns ANnRANUFOF VAlUES
The values in this table agree with the condensed and analyzed data of
Table 7.
(iv) Tests ofa for values 0andI. The traditional tests made with the elasticity
of substitution correspond to the hypothesis a = 0 (fixed proportions function)
and a = I (CobbDouglas function). In the case H0 :a = 0, Table A-6 shows that
this hypothesis is rejected in 83 of 120 cases (69.2 percent) at a significance level
of 5 percent. These results indicate that Chilean industry, at a level of different
establishment size, does not present a rigid technological structure of fixed
proportions. I could also calculate the value of the statistics t in Table A-6 for
the null hypothesis H0:a= I. However, taking advantageof the Kmenta ap-
proximation, it is simpler to use a direct test where the quadratic term parameter
permits immediate verification of the null hypothesis by showing whether or
not the production function is Cobb-Douglas. This test for the different size
groupings of establishments shows that the null hypothesis (the production func-





0.00-0.500510.800.81 -1.20 I- 1.21 and more
5-9 3 5 8 3
10-13 2 8 5 3
20-49 6 7 4 3
50-99 8 2 5
l00andrnore I I 6 6;------
(6)
nificance level of 5 percent. Asa result. I do not have to discard the conclusionsand
magnitudes previously obtained for the product-capitalelasticity and thc
economies of scale, which critically dependon the condition that the Cobb-
Douglas function be consistent with the data.
6. HoMorneTiciTy TESTS OF THE PRootrcTIoN FUNC-nON
The central point to be examined in this section willbe to find out whether
there is a structural change in the technologicalparameters of the production
function when I go from one size grouping of establishmentsto the next.
In the previous sections, where I examinedthe estimated values for the
product-capital, economies of scale, and substitution elasticities,I affirmed these
parameters were subject to change for different size groupings.This already
suggests that a production function with constant elasticity isnot an adequate
tool for synthesizing the technological characteristicsof the establishments of
differing sizes in the same industry.
The traditional econometric procedure forexamining the hypothesis of
structural change in the parameters is the Chowtest. An alternative way to
examine the null hypothesis as to whether theproduction function is homothetic
is using a heterothetic function, thetrans-logarithm production function.34 In
this study I will use these two proceduresto verify the homothetiticity of the
production function.
(a) Chow Test
To examine the hypothesis ofa structural change in the parameters,a general
Chow Test will be used. Thistest attempts to verify whether thebreakdown of
the establishments into 5 sizegroupings is significant or noti.e., thenull hypo-
thesis showing no differencebetween the five size groupings.If I assume that
vector /3. represents the vector of technologicalcharacteristics of size grouping 1,
the H0 could be written:Ho:fl = /32 =/33= [34 =
The alternative hypothesis isthat the five size groupingsare different from each other. This implies thatfor each size grouping ofestablishments there prevails a different productionfunction, or that the productionfunction for the industry does notpossess constant elasticities (product-inputs,economies of scale, and substitution).
Let K be the number ofexplanatory variables for theregression and N the number of observations
Q1will be the sum of the squaredresiduals of the regression for size grouping i, andQT the sum of the squared residuals forthe whole industry (the five size groupingsSimultaneously).
The Chow Test for testingthe hypothesis H0 takes thefollowing expression for the case of five subsamples
QT-1Q N-5(K+ 1) FG =-= K + 1) -
'
L. R. Christensen, D. W.Jorgenson, and L. J. Lie,"Transcendental Logarithmic Produclion Functions"(Rev, of Econ, and Stat,Feb. 1973).
D. S. Huang,Regression and EconometricMethods(ViIey and Sons, 1970),
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whereFGhaSadistribution Fwith4(K ± 1)and N - 5(K + l)degreesoffreedom.
Table 10 provides the F4 values for the three different functional forms used in
this study.
TABLE 10
F STAJISTICS OF CHOW TEST FOR EACH INI)USTRV AND
FORIIREE DIFFERENT FUNCTONA1. FORMS
Values of F not significani at 5 percent.
Table 10 indicates that the null hypothesis according to which no differences
exist between technological parameters of establishments of different sizes is
iejected in over 60 percent of the industries considered.
(b) The Trans-logarithmic Production Function
The trans-logarithmic production function is obtained by expanding the
quadratic term of the linear approximation of Kmenta:
log= a0 4 a, log+ a2 log L ± a3(log K - log L)2
Y K
a0 + a1 log+ a2IogL + a31(IogK)2 +a32(logL)2
(7) -2a33(log K)(log L)
The trans-logarithmic function is heterothetic, while the Kmenta approxima-
tion is homothetic. To verify the homothetic hypothesis for the production
function, Griliches and Ringstad suggested three alternative forms,36 one of








311 I 1.668' 5.403 3.982
3112 0795' 3.743 2.754
3116 3.158 2.032 1.901'
3117 7.775 10.100 14.570
3121 3.612 2.890' 3.782
3132 14.375 13.240 10.363
3211 1.527* 4.057 3.582
3213 4.467 2.833 2.150
3220 5.657 2.519 2.609
3231 0.484* 1.952* 1.441*
3240 2.522 5.469 4.085
3311 ó.164 3.747 3.502
3320 1.833' 1.167' 0.820'
3420 2.981 2.232 1.676'
3560 1.118' 2.837 2.20!
3693 4.870 3.243 2.458
3710 1.958* 1.995' 1.771*
3813 4.559 1.175* 1.396*
3819 3.769 1.985 1.476'
3829 3.818 1.830' 1.572*
3843 1.236* 1.987 1.723which, the simpler one, will he used here.This method used the Kmentafunctioti as the null hypothesis and the trans-logarithmicfunction as the alternative
hypothesis. We have:
H0: Knienta function is the adequate model
H1: Trans-logarithmic function is the adequatemodel
Let Q be the sum of the squared residualsof the regression for theKmenta
function, Q the sum of the squaredresiduals for the regression in thetrans-
logarithmic function. The statistics forexamining the null hypothesis is.
(8) F - Q)/2
Q1,/IN(K +- I)]
which has an F distribution with 2 and N(K + 1) degrees of freedom.The degrees of freedom in the numeratorcorrespond to the difference in thenumber
of independent variables found betweenthe Kmenta function and thetraiis-
logarithmic function. The degrees of freedom inthe denominatorcorrespond to
the trans-logarithmic function.
An increase in the statistic F inexpression (8) indicates a considerableincrease in the sum of the squared residualswhen the heterothetic functionbecomes the
homothetic function. In other words,there is a resulting unexplainedincrease in the variation of the observationswhen the hoinothetjc function isused. When the statistic F in expression (8) hasa significantly small value, it indicatesthat there is no visible change in the explanationgiven for the behaviorofestablishmerits in one industry whena heterothetic function replaces a homotheticfunction. The statistic F in expression (8)has been calculated for eachIndustry: the values
appear in Table I I. Negative F valueswere obtained for five industries; this in-
dicates the homothetic functionproduces better fits than those of theheterothetic function, once the respectivecoefficients R2 have been adjustedby the correspond-
ing degrees of freedom. I believethe basic reason for thenumber of industries
rejecting the homothetic functionnot being larger is that thetrans-logarithmic function does not havea good fit for the majority of theindustries, as can be seen in Table 11.
Table 11 shows the homothetjctest at the industry level rejected forhalf of the industries witha significant level at 5 percent.37
The above results (Chowtest and trans-logarithmic productionfunction test) suggest that for a majority of Chileanindustries, there is noone single production function with constantelasticities which reflects thetechnological characteristics of the firms in that industry,in other words, to determinethe magnitudes of the
technological elasticities inindustrial establishmentseach size grouping must be studied separately (or,a production function with variableelasticities should be used).
7. SOME REFLECTIONSON THE METHODOLOGYOF PRODUCTION FUNCTIONS
EC0NONIEt-Ric ESTIMATION
This research was started inthe belief that the availabledisaggregated data on industrial establishments wouldpermit the estimation ofproduction functions
isimportant to denote that in Griliches'and Ringstads study thereisonly one industry forwhich the honiothetic hypouiesisisrejected In this paper, thenumberofindustries forwhichthe alternative hypothesisisacceptedisconsiderable
612TABLE 11
HoMonunc TFST FOR THE PRouucTloN Fur4(-1 ION Usii m IRANS-
L(X,AR!i}IMIC lUNCTION
Type ofValues for F Degrees of Freedom (Trans-logarithmic
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* Values of F not significant at 5 percent.
Negative values for F which imply that the Kmen;a function has a
better fit than the trans-logarithmic function.
and give "excellent" results. By "excellent" results it was understood that the
estimators of different elasticities would have the signs suggested by economic
theory and magnitudes corresponding to those obtained in other empirical
studies: that the values of the estimators would be quite stable for the different
functions that were to be estimated; that the statistics t and F would be high
enough to reject any null hypothesis which might contradict economic theory;
and that the values obtained for R2 would be close to 1.0.
The first econometric estimations contradicted these expectations. When I
examined the literature on the econometric estimations of production functions,
the results obtained generally agreed with the ideal conditions described above
and drew my attention to the excellent fits shown by the R2 coefficients (better
than 0.90, generally). The findings of Griliches and Ringstad are one of the few
exceptions to that rule. This study, just like that of Griliches and Ringstad, uses
primary data, i.e., at the establishment level. Why is it then that studies using an
ideal source of information (from the production function point of vtew) furnish
results worse than those studies which have no possibility of selecting and refining
the data? The values of R2 obtained in this study are providedlflthe following
table:
Industry (see expression K) for F function)
3111 7.495 2-169 (1397
3112 6.492 2- 39 0.681
3116 3.693 2-125 0.352
3117 12.770 2-623 0.197
3121 2.333* 2- 41 0.4 Il
3132 15.846 2-548 0.199
3211 --0.789 2-220 0.320
3213 7.810 2-138 0.488
3220 -3.346 2-187 0.172
3231 1.046* 2- 55 0.359
3240 1.641* 2-136 0.493
3311 - I3.358 2-414 0.158
3320 - I2.352 2-174 0.194
3420 7.914 2 -144 0.585
3560 3.424 2-- 45 0.402
3693 --0.315 2- 58 0.188
3710 0.050* 2-- 42 0.574
3813 12.857 2- 80 (1.564
3819 -1.446k 2-115 0.433
3829 0.528* 2- 91 0.471
3843 3.877 2- 76 0.548Li
TABLE 12
NUMBER OF VAlUES FUR R2 FOR EA(iI FORMUlA I ION AM) Dy
UIALW-.
Disaggregated data at the establishment level allow the elimination of those
observations which provide unreliable information. In this study, where thegiven
data were supposed to contain a sufficient number of observations at the 4-digits
industry level, the establishments were subjected to a rigid selectionprocess
(see appendix) in which the quality of observations was emphasizedover their
quantity.
After this selection process, I proceeded to examine the effects ofmeasuring
the labor and capital variables by different alternatives. The alternativemeasure-
ments for the different variables showed no significant variation among themselves.
This had already been predicted by the high correlation coefficientsfound for
alternative forms of measurement for different proxy variables employed.This
result indicates that biases introduced by the type ofmeasurement used do not
alter significantly the results already obtained. Therefore, I felt that itwas irrelevant
to calculate the magnitudes of those biases.
Finally, I have estimated and tested several different functions(others are
not discussed explicitly in this study) and all had equally low fits,some with odd
signs for some of the parameters.
In short, the basic information used is takenat the establishment level:
only establishments with reliable dataare selected; the economic variables are
measured in several different ways: a variety of functionsare estimated: the
number of observations is sufficiently large: and the numberand type of industries
examined is large and varied. In spite of all these"precautions," the degree of
variance in the behavior of establishments is considerablygreater than that which
economic theory can explain.
In light of the results obtained, re-examiningthe economic assumptions
involved in some of the functions (perfectcompetition and maximization of
profits) shows that the norm of bad resultsis also indifferent to the economic
assumptions made. It is necessary to takea closer look at the production function
concept. The series of bad results would indicate that theconcept of the production
function is not useful for studying thebehavior of the firm; but, if the production
function concept is irrelevantat the microeconomic level, having already been
criticized at the macroeconomic level,what is its use?
Re-examining the notion of the productionfunction, I see that the essential
condition of the concept is includingonly productively efficient techniques. Thus.
a process of selection is assumed to havetaken place eliminating the inefficient
techniques and leadingto a uni-valued function. This basic premise of the produc-
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Range of Values ofR2
Functional
models 0.00 0.240.25 0490.50 0.740.75I00
ACMS 66 35 13 3
Cobb-Douglas 43 44 26 7
Kmenta 50 42 21 7r
tion function concept was not applied in the selection of observations included
to estimate theproduction functions in each industry.
There are two alternatives to the traditional method of production futjns'
econometric estimation for obtaining the production function that would only
include the efficient techniques:38 (1) The engineering approach, where inefficient
techniques are eliminated by monetary cost considerations, and (2) the linear (Or
quadratic) programming method where the function is fitted to the data by
minimizing the sum of deviations on one side of the curve or on it. A simpler
variation of this second approach is Farrell's method, which provides the efficiency
frontier for all observations.39
8. CONCLUSIONS
Diftèrent production functions exist Jr an industry's establishments
Through the application of the general Chow testI concluded that for
different functional specifications it is possible to reject in at least 16 of2l industries
the hypothesis of no technological differences existing among the different size
groupings of establishments. There is an increase in the number of industries for
which it is not possible to employ only one homothetic production function, since
the fit of the different functional specifications improves.
The use of the trans-logarithmic production function does not give a con-
clusive result. The hypothesis that the production function is homothetic can be
rejected in only 10 of 21 industries.
Finally, the technological parameter elasticities (product-capital, economies
ofscale, and factor substitution) obtained for each size grouping are usually
different at each industry level. Therefore, the need to discriminate between the
different size groupings of industrial establishments is clearly suggested from a
practical pointofview.
These results could be used as empirical evidence to support the assumption
of structural heterogeneity within the industrial sector, i.e., technology varies at
the industry level as the sizeofestablishment increases.
The former discussion suggests that caution must be exercised when using
industry level data. The industry is not a collection of "representative firms," and
the degree of heterogeneity is fairly high. The size of establishment seems to be
an important element in determining the economic and technological character-
istics of an industrial establishment.
Principal results of production JI4nctions estimation
(a) Value added-cpital elasticity
(i) There is no (.imp1e) correlation between the value added-capital elasticity,
fi, and the relative si are of capital in value added, SK. In other words, if S, is
used as a value added-capital elasticity estimator, the elasticity would be over-
estimated in 75 percent of the cases. The magnitude of such overestimation
fluctuates considerably.
3S L. Johansen.Production Functions (North-Holland. 1912). ChapterS.
M. J. Farrell, "The Measurement of Productive Efficiency" jfournal of the Roa1 5ta. SOC.,
Series A, Vol. 120, Part 3, 1957)pp. 253-281, This is done in P.MetIer's Ph.D. Thesis, op. Cit.
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In the majority of industries. 16 of 21, the largest establishments have a
greater value added-capital elasticity than the smallest ones.
Size groupings 5-9. 10-19. and 20-49 persons have /elasticities of
approximately 0.40: size grouping 50 99 persons has elasticity higher than 0.50;
and establishments of 100 or more persons havefivalues close to 0.60.
(b) Economies of scale
Economies of scale can he observed in 20 of 21 industries, at the industry
level. These economics of scale fluctuate between 10 and 35 percent in 14 industries;
26.4 percent (simple arithmetic mean) of economies of scale is observed for the
21 industries.
The results obtained for economies of scale are highly questionable,
given the odd results obtained at the size of establishment level. In the latter case,
there are diseconomies of scale for all size groupings of establishment, even for
the smallest ones employing 5-9 and 10-19 persons. Moreover, when different
size groupings reveal the variation pattern of scale economies across size classes,
some industries present an average cost curve with an inverted U form.
The test for constant returns to scale is accepted for almost 80 percent
of the size groupings when estimated separately. But this test is rejected at the
industry level in 14 ot'21 industries.
(c) Elasticity of substitution
(1) The ACMS method (Arrowetal.)produces adequate values for the elasticity
of substitution a. These values arc consistent with the expectations provided by
economic theory. Furthermore, these values fluctuate only within smallranges
of magnitude.
The elasticity of substitution varies among industries and also among the
different size groupings in an industry. At the industry level, a oscillates between
0.8 and 1.2 in 14 of 21 industries, and save two exceptions, the industries as a
whole have a values above 0.65. No regular pattern of behavior is observed in the
variation pattern of a in the size groupings of an industry. Considering the five
size groupings, a would show a U shaped pattern as the establishment size increases.
The fourth group (50-99 persons) has the lowest value of a, and the largest group
(100 and more persons) has the highest a value. However, the largestgroup
cannot really be compared to the rest because of its much greater size range.
As the latter is an open group it is not strange to find there the highest estimated
values of a.
The traditional tests of values that a may take are related to values of 0
(fixed proportions function) and I (Cobb-Douglas function). The hypothesisa = 0
is rejected in almost 70 percent of thecases. The Chilean industrial structure, in
general, does not show technological inflexibility. The hypothesisa = Iis only
rejected in about 6 percent of the cases.
3. Firs of different functional specifications,measuredby R2values, are generally
poor for ailfunctional forms
The traditional ACMS specification producesthe worst fits, with 87 percent
of the cases having an R2 below 0.50. The Cobb-Douglasand Kmcnta functions
have 75 percent of the cases with R2 below 0.50.
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These poor fits, the oddresults obtained for the economies of scale, and the
great instabilityand fluctuation of different estimated parameters introduce
doubts regarding theutility of the production tunction concept at the micro-
economic level.However, to defend this concept at micro level and to explain
the problemsiiieiitioacd in the previous paragraph, we would have to indicate
that in the econometricestimation there is one requirement which has not been
considered, namely the technical efficiencycondition that must fulfill the different
productive techniques.
The fundamental question to be asked is: How reliable are the results and
what is their use? Theseresults are merely of a descriptive nature and, given their
high variability, are not appropriatefor suggesting any kind of economic policy
measure. The purposeof the estimators obtained is to show average values
indicating an existing empirical situation which in some cases is very different
from the one predicted by the theoreticalmodel.
APPENDIX
Data used in this study correspond to a four-digit disaggregation industry
level, ISIC classification. Basic data consists of primary information at industry
level for the Chilean Industrial Sector Manufacturing Census of 1967.
The 21 industries shown in Table A-i were selected according to a flexible
application of the following criteria: (1) Each chosen industry should count
with a "sufficient" number of observations to enable a meaningful econometric
estimation in the different size groupings of establishments (2) industries chosen
TABLE A-I
ISIC Cooa AND NAME OF THE 21 INDUSTRIES SELEC-rED
ISIC Code Name of Industry
3111 Cattle slaughtering preparation and storing of meat
3112 Manufacturing of dairy products
3116 Mill products
3117 Manufacturing of bakery products
312! Processing of various food products
3132 Wine industries
3211 Spinning, weaving, and textile finishing
3213 Knitting factories
3220 Clothing factories, except shoes
3231 Tannery and finishing workshops
3240 Shoe factory, except plastic or rubber
3311 Sawmills, barracks, and wood workshops
3320 Furniture and accessory factories
3420 Printing presses and publishing companIes
3560 Plastic products factories
3693 Cement products factories
3710 Iron and steel basic industries
3l3 Structural metal products factories
3819 Nonspecific metal pioducts factories
3829 Machinery and equipment manufacturing




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONStJsFfl FOR PRtMJ(TlON FtN( iiC1rMAt
Establishment Sue Cla5
should produce more or less homogeneous productsand (3) there should be
at least one industry for each two-digit ISIC classification.
These 21 industries have 8021 establishments. These establishmentswere
submitted to the following selection criteria:
I. Number of persons employedper establishment is less than 5)
Number of days worked per establishment is equalto 0.
Total number of workers and employees is equalto 0.
Book value of machinery is equal toO.
Book value of buildings is equalto 0.
Added value is less than or equal to 0.
Payment to capital factor, obtainedas the difference between value added
and total labor cost, is less than or equal to 0.
In most cases 0 does not literallymean iero but reflects the omission of
information.
The establishnents that didnot meet any one of the previous criteria were
excluded from the sample, The number of establishmentswas drastically reduced
from 8021 to 3650 (see TableA-2).
t should be pointed out thatover 80 percent of the eliminated establishments
belong to the twosmallest size groupings (5-9 and 10-19 people employed).
l In spiteof the fact that the Industrial Census should include establishments employing at least
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3W 78 36 39 16 6
3112 II II 12 8 II 53
3ll6 29 30 50 20 2 31
3117 210 249 143 15 12 629
3121 9 16 12 4 6 47
3132 357 131 56 6 4 554
3211 22 37 73 36 58 226
3213 36 29 44 20 16 145
3220 60 4l 43 20 29 193
3231 9 13 20 II 8 61
3240 30 37 31 20 14 4'
3311 124 129 97 33 31 420
3320 79 47 37 0 7 180
3420 48 25 39 4 9 45
3560 6 ) 19 7 JO SI
3693 21 20 17 5 64
3710 7 6 17 4 12 48
3813 l9 27 20 8 2 86
3819 45 30 32 8 6 121
3829 22 4 27 21 13 97
3843 IS 21 19 12 IS 82



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































'The distribution of the sampleby establishment size groupings isshown in Table
A-3. Nevertheless, in spite ofthe large number of eliminatedobservations, the sample comprises over 30percent of thc total nuinbei of establishmentsfor the two smallest size groupings andover 70 percent of the total number ofestablish- ments for the two largest sizegroupings(50-99 and 100 and more peopleemployed)
Catholic tinh'ers itv, Chile
634
I